Abstract. An advanced and exact geometric description of nonlinear precession dynamics modeling very accurately natural and artificial couplings showing Lorentz symmetry is derived. In the linear description it is usually ignored that the geometric phase of relativistic motion couples back to the orbital motion providing for a non-linear recursive precession dynamics. The high coupling strength in the nonlinear case is found to be a gravitomagnetic charge proportional to the precession angle and angular velocity generated by geometric phases, which are induced by highspeed relativistic rotations and are relevant to propulsion technologies but also to basic interactions. In the quantum range some magic precession angles indicating strong coupling in a phase-locked chaotic system are identified, emerging from a discrete time dynamical system known as the cosine map showing bifurcations at special precession angles relevant to heavy nuclei stability. The "Magic Angle Precession" (MAP) dynamics can be simulated and visualized by cones rolling in or on each other, where the apex and precession angles are indexed by spin, charge or precession quantum numbers, and corresponding magic angles. The most extreme relativistic warping and twisting effect is given by the Dirac spinor half spin constellation with "Hyperdiamond" MAP, which resembles quark confinement.
INTRODUCTION
The usual description of relativistic effects represented by Lorentz boosts naturally includes precession and angular shifts and twists (Thomas precession, headlight effect) which arise in another costume SL(2,C) as the Möbius group, the symmetry group of conformal geometry on the Riemann sphere (Penrose, 1972 (Penrose, , 1987 . But could it be vice versa that relativistic effects follow angular boundaries controlled by a phase-locked system? The answer is yes, since precession is not only a key requirement for any source of interaction involving spin, it can also be a control parameter. Gyroscopic precession induced by geometric phases and spin-orbit interaction can be modeled by a rolling cone. In classical mechanics the solid-body rotation angle is connected to the actual solid angle that the bodyfixed axis describes as the body performs a conical motion (Ishlinskii, 1952 , Malykin, 1998 , 1999 . Further, a rolling cone model can visualize and help to understand the dynamics of non-linear precession, where the relativistic effects are either given by spherical extra angles or hyperbolical defect angles affecting the cone apex. These angles can be related to geometric phases subject to concepts in differential-geometry and topology, where the characteristics of the gauge fields are related to energy splittings, which may be observable in real and suitable classical systems (Wilczek, 1984 , Chern, 2004 . Regarding mesoscopic conducting rings in phase-coherent spintronics applications it has been discovered (Loss, Goldbart, Balatsky, 1990 ) that the Berry phase (Berry, 1984 , Aharonov, Anandan, 1987 induces the well known persistent charge current. Berry's phase can be found in the vicinity of a magnetic monopole or singularity (Dirac, 1931 ) that could be located on the tip of the rolling cone. But in the standard linear approach there seem to be problems classifying the Berry part of spin-orbit interaction: "In the presence of spin-orbit (SO) interaction, the spin of an electron experiences a torque … the spin current is not conserved using the conventional definition … so far there is no consensus on the definition for the spin current in the presence of SO interaction.", see (Sun, Xie, Wang, 2006) . The problem is that the torque couples back to other variables killing the linear description. In mesoscopic physics we can observe at least in the quantum and mesoscopic range self-consistent metric structures following phase relations and not vice versa, where persistent spin and precession patterns and currents are known to be good carriers of space-time memory realized in classical and quantum gyroscopes and quantum computation (spintronics). In this paper the elements of the Lorentz group SO + (1,3) will be locked into an overconstrained low-dimensional discrete time dynamical chaotic system such, that it can be described by one or two parameters representing the control parameter and boundaries. Doing so we will present special instantiations of recursively coupled elements of the Lorentz group generating a geodesic flow we call "Magic Angle Precession" (MAP). We could interpret the persistent phase-locked interference between a spin phase and an orbital phase as probably the most simple form of a self-regenerating hologram. Assuming nature prefers holography as an effective coding principle (Susskind, 1995) saving spacetime resources, this principle could help us to find the most likely radial interference patterns and corresponding spin-orbit couplings. The connection to holography and selection principles deserves a paper on its own and will be treated elsewhere.
MODELING NON-LINEAR SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING AND PRECESSION
The central task is to sustain a stable geodesic flow by coupling and phase-locking three angular variables into one U(1) element, which requires closed loop conditions in all three rotational degrees of freedom. The necessary set of rotations will belong to the proper, orthochronous or restricted Lorentz group denoted by SO + (1,3) or short SO(1,3). Well known in special relativity, they are generated by ordinary spatial rotations SO(3,R) or short SO(3), and Lorentz boosts providing for 6 elements (3 boosts and 3 rotations). Lorentz boosts are hyperbolic rotations of coordinates in a plane in Minkowski space that include a time-like direction, where the velocity generates the hyperbolic angle of rotation. We will start with a simple and classical model of spin-orbit coupling based on SO(3) rotations that can be visualized by rolling cones in three spatial dimension, where the spinning cones roll or precess around a given spatial axis. Then we will transform the cones into a "spacetime propeller" by switching from an elliptical rotation around a spatial axis to a hyperbolic rotation around the time axis showing helical motion due to the relativistic boost. MAP conditions will be established if the conic apex angles of the relativistic headlight and Thomas precession effect (given by the Lorentz boost) are related by a rational factor to the rolling cone apex angle. This generates a kind of "self-propelling" feedback situation, where the spherical rolling cone or propeller apex angle couples back to the hyperbolic headlight apex defect while sharing a common angular range. The cone dynamics can be simulated and visualized by 3d graphics, where the time cone looks like a rolling space dimension. The closed loop angular boundary condition can be represented by 4 integral numbers that share 4 common relations with angular variables describing the cone motion and geometry. The angular variables represent 1. the angular motion φ describing the rolling cone spin, 2. the cone orbital phase or angle ϕ , and 3. the cone apex angle θ a , and 4. the cone precession angle θ . With Pythagoras the orbital radius R , the length of the cone axis l , and the radius of the circular locus of cone contact points r are related by 2 2 2 = + R r l . Orbiting by rolling means that the rolling spin angle is proportional to the orbital loop angle φ ϕ ∝ . The cone will return to its initial configuration given by position and orientation if the cone has orbited N j − times around the y-axis at loop angle and rolled N times around the cone axis (spin or sub-loop rotation in φ ). There are two cone rolling conditions: 1. the tilt or precession angle θ is equal to / 2 π minus the apex angle θ a and 2. the closed orbit condition
The rolling cone axis is tilted by θ , see figure 1. This is basic algebra and well known for engineering applications, e.g. for gyroscopes and also relevant to linear spin-orbit coupling in quantum physics. Now we will investigate the geodesic flow of a rolling cone, where SO(3) can be identified with the unit tangent bundle of the unit sphere 2 S . Any element of SO(3) has an eigenvector with eigenvalue +1, which represents its axis of rotation, denoted by the unit vectors x e , y e , and z e . Since SO(3) is equipped with a bi-invariant metric all trajectories are geodesics on the unit sphere 2 S . In the standard SO(3) matrix representation of rotation around an arbitrary axis we have ' cos ( )(1 cos ) ( ) sin
n n r r n r , 
To make the cone return back to the initial state that corresponds to a rotation around the z-axis (0,0,1) with angle θ , we require for one closed orbit
ℜ C was only necessary to initiate the cone apex and position. Consequently, the quantum numbers of cone rotation
describe the cone geometry that can be found from eqs. (1) and (2) with cos( cos ) cos( ) 1
The corresponding 3+1 dimensional spacetime dynamics can alternatively and more elegantly be represented by spacetime rotors (bivectors) as part of a Clifford algebra (scalars, vectors, bivectors, trivectors) intimately related to the Dirac spinors and Pauli spin matrices (Dirac, 1928 , Greiner, 1995 and fully compatible to Maxwell equations, but will be treated elsewhere. With this algebra, complex and nested systems of spacetime rotations can be engineered by letting cones roll on cones sharing a common space-or time-like conical surface or event horizon. This requires for every cone connection to define a common axis and a rolling phase based on a U(1) rotational symmetry, the symmetry group characterizing charge.
THE MAP QUANTUM NUMBERS M, J, AND Z
The number N j − corresponds to the contracted angular range on the rolling cone and fits geometrically to one cone circumference determining the cone apex angle a θ and consequently the cone precession angle / 2 θ π θ = − a . We get phase-locking by recursive coupling if precession is a rational fraction Z/(2M) of the cone orbital phase
where orbital and spin phase are normalized such that they 'roll' proportional to the spin quantum number J
The possible angular precession range visualized on the cone is now composed by equidistant fractions, see fig.1b ). Combining eq. (3) and (4) we immediately get the MAP phase-locking condition with control parameters M, J, and Z 2 cos 1 1 2
This is a recursive relation for the precession angle θ and in chaos theory known as the cosine map, a discrete time 
We can see in eq.(6) that the geometric fraction / j N with running j or N is the core of the iteration, where the geometric phase is amplified by the cosine function to a precession angle
. Z multiplies the coupling constant α and is proportional to the precession angle, thus it should be the charge number. For a given N the minimum precession angle and maximum cone apex angle corresponds to a minimum M with (6) is known as the cosine map (real quadratic family of maps, see e.g. Feigenbaum, 1984 , Schleicher, 2003 and provides for a chaotic dynamics with bifurcation doubling. The dimension paradox found by Schleicher (2004) is probably related to the phase-locking mechanism. In a more general setup cones can roll parallel in or on each other, which will be relevant for a more general considerations of precession dynamics, especially in the quantum regime. We can place on top of the rolling cone another cone with fixed rotation axis orthogonal (timelike) to the base plane connected to the rolling cone(s) without slipping. Generally, the spin ratio between the precessing spacelike (red, green, blue in fig.2 ) and rotating timelike cones (gray or pink in fig.2 ) is given by
AMPLIFICATION OF RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS AND COUPLING ENERGY
We assume according to fig.1a ) a standing orbital wave regulating the orbital contraction of the moving cone, where
we have in the radial direction a linear increase in wavelength λ ∝ r , which means that the wavelength near the center is small and the energy high. To enable rolling cones on cones without slipping, both contact surfaces are modulated by the same orbital standing wave, as seen in figure 1a ). The ground state wavelength can be obtained from the circumference, according to eq. (1). It is the sum of N basic wavelengths part of a closed orbit on the base plane. A fast dynamics can be related to a special relativistic effect known as Thomas precession, where the "hyperbolic defect" is responsible for the Thomas angle. This extra or rather missing space rotation is the angular defect or "contraction" in the hyperbolic triangle and counted by j. The cone rotation describes nutation based on spherical cycloids (epicyclical or hypocycloidal loops) with corresponding spherical harmonics in the quantum case. Let N be the integral number of nutations or orbital waves for one rotation on the base plane (the azimuthal or longitudinal spin quantum number), where N and N j − are numbers in flat space and curved space, respectively, see eq.(1). The missing nutation periods j can be assigned to conic contraction due to a relativistic effect (i.e. the "hyperbolic defect" or "spherical increase" of angles) given by a Lorentz boost interpreted as an extra phase quantum or geometric phase 2 / j N π , a Thomas precession quantum related to Berry's geometric phase. A device that senses this effect via rotation, precession, and nutation is a quantum gyroscope. The conic contraction is also well known as the headlight phenomenon, an angular contraction quite commonly observed in high energy particle physics (supposing uniform radiation at rest). The radiation from the source boosted at velocity v is concentrated into a cone of apex angle h θ , where
On spherically cured spaces we have the opposite effect, an "expansion" of the angular range in the spherical triangle. A non zero cone apex angle or 0 j > signals rotational motion or an acceleration towards the center. This effect will now be controlled by a MAP condition similar to phase-locked Thomas precession. Taking the Einsteinde Broglie relation it is well known that the energy decreases inversely proportional to the wavelength. In situations where the wavelength is proportional to the radial distance we have a Coulomb potential / V c r ξ is a function depending on orbital state, spin, charge, … and m is the particle mass (Dirac, 1928 , Greiner, 1995 . At this stage it is sufficient to show that this "cheap" system can be related to a cosine chaotic map solution having magic angles JZπα with 
Now α relates the de Broglie wavelength to precession and the Compton wavelength to the rolling cone geometry and spin, where spin and precession show a recursive coupling resonance according to eq.(6). Consequently, we can apply the MAP condition to the fine structure constants of spin-orbit coupling and to the continuum of small precession angles. Since α counts the de Broglie to Compton wavenumber ratio in the ground state according to eq. (8), N>M counts the number of carrier wavelengths on the orbit. It should be remembered that it is necessary to scale the wavelength proportional to the radial distance in order to enable the rolling of cones on or in cones without slipping, where the surfaces are slightly modulated by an orbital standing wave (also typical for gear systems). The bridge to real applications with arbitrary shapes is given by the SL(2,C) elements of the Lorentz group representing Möbius transformations (Penrose, 1972) . These are conformal transformations providing for mappings between surfaces well known in electrodynamics. Mathematically, if the base plane (where the cone rolls) is orthogonal to the time axis (in the Lorentz boost) the center can be mapped to eternity or infinity. This provides for a model where energy is pumped by a field rolling against eternity. Since eternity is as rigid as the sum of all other masses, Mach's Principle would be naturally included and gravity would be the second time derivative in the relative energy flow (related to the Hubble effect as the first derivative). Woodward (1990) has made a prediction, based on Sciama's formulation of Mach's Principle in the framework of general relativity that in the presence of an energy flow the inertial mass of an object may undergo sizable variations changing as the second time derivative of the energy. Therefore, a phase-locked elliptic geodesic flow rolling relative or against the global universe could not only be relevant in understanding the notion of particle inertia and particle interaction but also in propulsion applications. Generally, MAP should not be confused with MAS "magic angle spinning" in NMR, where 
RESULTS
The results can be grouped according to MAP quantum numbers. For small M we are in the quantum range, at large M we dive into a continuum of small precession angles. There are 4 interesting MAP configurations, see table 1.
Dirac, Quark: this is the most extreme cone contraction leading to spin ½ rolling of a cone with apex / 6 θ π = a see fig.2 and eq. (1). In this case the spin quantum number j is half the orbital quantum number N and / 3/ 4 r R = , see figure 2a ). We get a diamond symmetry if we add to the red cone two additional spatial rolling cones (green and blue) degenerated or shifted in the orbit by 2 / 3 ϕ π = , see figure 2b ). It is highly interesting but not surprising that it is possible with this setup to model the Dirac equation by three spatial cones rolling on a common time-like cone showing MAP at angle / 3 θ π = ± and 2 / 3 θ π = ± representing quark-type charges 1/ 3 Z = ± and 2 / 3 Z = ± , see fig.2a)-2d) , and table 1. We think that it represents a model for quark confinement since the spin of the vertical timelike cone is twice the spin of a precessing spacelike cones, where one closed loop for a cone rolling on the base corresponds to spin ½ or angular range 4π . Regarding the mirror symmetry visualized in fig.2c) and 2d) , the 1/ 3 Z = RGB cones on the top and 1/ 3 Z = − on the bottom side carry a sum of charge 1 Z Σ = ± . Now it appears that the 4 degenerated cones represent coupled spinors. Clifford algebras (see e.g. Lounesto, 1997) can be combined with electromagnetism to produce the Dirac equation if we follow a 4d symmetry that looks like a "Hyperdiamond" (Gibbs, 1994 & Smith, 2004 . The Hyperdiamond structure is a generalization of the 2d to a 4d Feynman checkerboard. In our case the 4d checkerboard dynamics would emerge from a random riding or hopping on 4 rolling cones (spinors) touching each other at the edge of a unit cell spanned by the four coupled cones. Finally it should be noted that the Berry phase and geometric coupling for one rolling cone is in this case extreme (½). Bifurcation: this highly interesting dynamics covers the chaotic range of the cosine map dominated by bifurcations, where the number of bifurcations increases with increasing spin J or number of charges Z, see fig. 3 . For the Z = , see the zoom window in fig.3 (Binder 2002 (Binder , 2003 and table 1. The green line in fig.3 corresponds to cos( ) / JZ M πα , the red cross corresponds to the Dirac value cos( ) 0.5 JZπα = , with M=137 and J=½ located slightly below Z=92 (Uranium), because of the weak coupling at this point possibly relevant as a point of spontaneous destabilization. (1), (7) Introducing some random (thermal) fluctuations disturbing the iteration and simulating random destabilization by fluctuations generates a smearing effect. The zoom window magnifies the first bifurcation near 115 Z = , but here the fluctuations and corresponding smearing effect is reduced to reveal better where the bifurcation occurs. Fig. 3 also shows the cascade of doubling bifurcations as the Z parameter changes from 1 Z = on the left to 274 Z = on the right for the chaotic map in eq.(6). Dark regimes show high occupation density. Since it could model a Coulomb coupling instability at high charges or precession angles (plus fluctuations) we will call it heavy nuclei bifurcation.
Fast Ring Rotation: the fourth type of constellation corresponds to high M in the continuum of small precession angles on a macroscopic scale, where the angular defect scales according to eqs. (1) and (7) 
CONCLUSION
Confirmed by four well-know situations characterizing relativistic couplings involving spin and orbital phase components, MAP models very accurately natural and artificial Maxwell/Coulomb couplings showing Lorentz symmetry induced by relativistic effects leading to geometric phases of type Anandan/Aharonov/Berry/Bohm. The coupling strength is clearly given by the relativistic twist or precession angle (Thomas/Penrose). The good news regarding propulsion applications is that MAP can be applied and controlled on all scales generating a kind of artificial charge with respect to the partner or stationary host system (planet). Carefully guided by proper geometric boundaries MAP stabilizes itself recursively providing for very strong relativistic effects. MAP can be extended as a scalable nonlinear system of cones showing "nested rolling" or precession. The nature of the strong coupling can be assigned to the low dimensionality of the phase-locked state, where the Gauss flux is not diluted (like gravity) by higher dimensions. Low-dimensionality can also be found in the condensed boson state of Cooper pairs in superconductivity (Josephson, 1962) or superfluidity, where the pairs are attracted by a highly synchronized state. Running MAP with "exotic" quantum numbers in the negative range of Dirac solutions it could be helpful to generate "exotic" matter in the context of "exotic" Josephson currents (Robertson, 2005) . We conclude that there is some potential for new kinds of breakthrough propulsion applications.
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